CUSTOMIZED CLINICAL IMMERSION & NEEDS IDENTIFICATION PROGRAMS
An interactive learning experience that is tailored to our clients’ educational needs.
- State-of-the-art catheterization labs for case observation for small groups
- Case observation and physician interaction from the comfort of our boardroom, thanks to JI ShowCase—our live clinical experience
- Didactic lectures, where our vascular clinical experts are a resource and a guide for attendees, sharing insights about anatomy and treatment decisions
- Hands-on experience deploying devices in medical simulators and JI’s signature 3D-printed vascular flow models
- Active learning activities, including case studies and group projects

PHYSICIAN TRAINING
Our unique facility is an ideal location to host physicians for new product training with a variety of capabilities, including case observation, medical simulation, lectures, and more. We also offer resident programs, specializing in endovascular procedures.

GLOBAL ENDOVASCULAR VISITOR PROGRAM
This program is geared toward individual physician observation, as well as small group observation, and emphasizes one-on-one time with an endovascular clinical expert to understand treatment decisions.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
The JI specializes in medical device testing, providing you with quick and accurate clinical feedback on the usability and performance of your devices.

Our facility offers a range of testing environments:
- In vitro: standard & JI signature brand 3D-printed vascular flow models
- In vivo: IACUC-approved animal models & cadaver specimens

Your team—from anywhere around the globe—can watch and share the product testing session in real time or at a later date through our secure network.

JI SHOWCASE
ShowCase is our dynamic audiovisual experience that puts a live surgery at your fingertips, with a bird’s-eye view of surgical cases accompanied by expert narration. Live and pre-recorded surgical cases can be viewed online from anywhere in the world—via computer, tablet, or smartphone.
- Viewers can communicate directly with surgeons in real-time during the case
- Your team can watch and re-watch the recorded procedure without limitation

Let the JI create customized videos for your staff or physician training, highlighting vascular diseases and treatments with expert clinical narration. Whether your team is here or at your headquarters, we can bring the live surgery right to you.